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Abstract
An Interdisciplinary Multicultural Resource Guide
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by
Carol A. Drinkwater
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The purpose of this project was to promote multicultural
education within middle school classrooms.

My intent was to

provide an accessible means by which other educators could
incorporate or supplement their current nine month curriculums
with diverse multicultural activities for students in grades 6-8.
This multicultural guide was developed around an integrated
curriculum.

The themes or objective areas focused on the cur-

riculum areas of Social Studies, English, Multicultural Awareness
and Art.

Most of all, this resource guide was developed for the

purpose of providing students additional opportunities to recognize
and experience differences through a positive interactive approach.
This project was also developed to encourage educators of
Science, Math, Physical Education, as well other academic areas, to
pursue activities in the development of multicultural education.
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CHAPTER 1
An Introduction
Within today's extremely complex world, there has
never been, in the history of education, a more crucial time for
multicultural awareness.

People from all over the world have

a need to understand and interact with others, not solely for the
sake of survival but for a universal benefit to all people.

An

individual's ability to interact, understand, communicate and
appreciate others and their cultural values enhances one's chances
towards becoming a productive member of society both within and
outside of their natural culture.

The future success of the world in

identifying and dealing with global problems and issues can
singularly be identified with one's ability to communicate and
interact with diverse groups of people.
Within our United States we find an extremely diverse
population.

Most of us are children of immigrants from numerous

other countries.
youth today.

The future of our universe is in the hands of our

They need to gain an understanding of basic concepts

defining cultural differences and develop respect for our diverse
population.
The pursuit of multicultural education is born at the level of
human needs for survival.

In an Education Law Lecture, Professor

Richard Wilson (personal communication, June 25, 1994) quotes
significant global statistics.

The 1990 global statistics
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demonstrate graphically why we must strive to promote cultural
awareness.

The statistics provide sound rationale for the need to

develop, as well as support, multicultural and global educational
programs in our schools.

The following analogy is conveyed from his

lecture:

If you took the population of the entire world and shrunk it to
one hundred people, and if those 100 people were then reflected
through multicultural categories, out of these 100 people, the
composite would appear as follows:
*57 Asians

*70 Non-Christian

*21 Europeans

*30 Christian

*14 North & South Americans
* 8 Africans
*70% would be Non-white

*70% would be unable
to read.
*50% would be
malnourished
*80% would be living
in substandard
housing

*30% would be White

*50% of the entire world's wealth would be in the hands of six
people and they would all live in the U.S.
*1 of the 100 individuals would be a college graduate
Over one third of the U.S. population traces its ancestry back
to countries other than Europe.

It is estimated that by the mid-21st
2

century, the majority of people in the United States will trace their
ancestry to countries outside Europe.

Within our schools, we need to

develop an awareness of how changes in demographics may affect
our teaching styles and methods, our current curriculums, and the
ever changing needs of students.

We need to identify what diversity

there is within our schools and determine the ways and means which
the educational process will be delivered to promote success among
all students.
Multicultural education is not one education program.

Instead,

practicing educators describe the term multicultural education to
signify a variety of programs and practices.

These have been aimed

at providing an awareness and appreciation for educational equity,
women, ethnic groups, language minorities, low-income groups, and
people with disabilities.

As programs vary from district to district,

one program may incorporate the experiences of ethnic groups of
color while another may encourage a curriculum focusing on the
experiences of both ethnic groups and women.

Still another program

may use the term multicultural education to mean total school
reform encompassing increased educational equity for diverse
cultural, ethnic and economic groups of students.
The overall desired outcome of multicultural education is the
promotion of harmony and coexistence in a world of diverse people.
Students need to gain an awareness that we exist in an interdependent world and we must work together towards solving the
problems faced by a global population.
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Statement of Problem
Multicultural education has been a source of controversy and
confusion which grew out of the civil rights movement of the
1960's.

The consequences of the civil rights movements had

significant impact on our educational institutions.

One of the first

such cases, Brown v. Topeka Board of Education in 1954, determined
that segregated schools did not provide equal educational
opportunity and therefore was unconstitutional.

Following this

benchmark decision, legislation was established in 1957, forming
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

The purpose of this agency was

to investigate complaints alleging denial of the right to vote by
reason of race, religion, sex, or national origin, or by reason of
fraudulent practices.

The apparent success of the civil rights

movement stimulated other victimized groups to seek action to
eliminate discriminatory acts against them and to demand that the
educational systems respond to their needs and cultures.
Today's educational programs are beginning to examine
multicultural education and deal with its controversies.

The study

of multicultural education has been expanded beyond geographical
terms and an awareness of literature and folklore.

A concern for the

needs of all people has expanded multicultural education to include
newly recognized groups.

It is, however, imminent that multi-

cultural education continue to include the old themes as well as the
new themes which demonstrate global changes and issues.
The controversy surrounding the promotion of multicultural
education in our schools today is more than just a difference of
4

opinion about how to teach and what should be taught.

It is a dispute

over images and the realities of power, authority, and agenda setting
in both domestic and international politics.
Students need to be exposed to information from a variety of
cultural, ideological, and gender-related perspectives.

They also

need opportunities to learn skills that will enable them to analyze
problems, evaluate contending policy positions, and take effective
action to change conditions that threaten life on planet Earth.
Purpose of Project
Believing in the importance of multicultural education has
been the reason for my selection of this topic for my Master's
project.
This guide was written for global educators to assist them
with efforts to promote the movement and for other thoughtful
educators who might consider bringing a global perspective to their
already full curriculums.
The goals of multicultural education should promote the
following interdisciplinary dimensions for students:
(A)

A positive self-esteem as well as an awareness of and

appreciation for others.
(8)

An in-depth understanding of global issues and events.

(C)

A general understanding of the defining characteristics of world cultures with an emphasis on understanding similarities and differences.

These goals are cross-referenced with each of the multicultural
activities found in Chapter 4, beginning on page 23.
5

The goals are

identified in parentheses at the end of each activity.

In looking at

the goals of multicultural education, regardless of how ideological
they may be, it is imperative that everyone accept the major goal to
be for the improvement of access to knowledge for all students.
Multicultural education is a never ending process.

In our complex

society, the process of multicultural education will never be
complete.

Every day in the classroom, I find myself trying to teach

tolerance and respect for one another.

Tolerance and respect for

one's self and others are essential ingredients of intercultural
understanding.

Until students have these values, they will never

become positive, interactive individuals in a pluralistic society.
A multicultural educational program must prepare students for
the future by introducing them to a wide range of analytical and
evaluative skills.

These skills will then enhance the student's

abilities to understand and react to complex national and
international and intercultural issues.

For example, a highly-

structured multicultural curriculum should introduce students to the
research process.

Within this information-gathering process,

students should at some time be involved in the formulation of
testable propositions and data gathering aimed at confirming or
refuting their proposition.

Other research should transpire which

allows the students to come to conclusions not confirmable by
testing.

6

Limitations of the Project
The following limitations were assumed:
1.

There were a limited number of research materials

on the topic of integrating multicultural education in the middle
school curriculum.
2.

There was a variety of strategies used to promote the

goals of Multicultural Education within the author's classroom.
Some of these strategies included cooperative learning, I-Search
research, journal writing, and T-charting or listing things we knew
vs. things we would like to know.

My experience in teaching at the

middle school level was limited but it did not hinder the development of this project.

Most research reflected on defining multi-

cultural education but presented only a modest number of examples
of how it might be integrated into various subject areas.
3.

The author kept a journal of entries which reflected her

observations, as well as her student's reflections of specific
activities in classes of English, Social Studies, and Cultural
Awareness.
4.

The Multicultural Awareness class was a new course

offered to 6th grade students without a specific content design.

Definitions of Terms
For the purpose of this study the following definitions were
used:
Culture:

a social group's design for surviving in and adapting

to its environment (Banks & Banks, 1993).
Class:

an individual's social standing or position in relation to
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status as defined by society.

These distinctions may be based on

wealth, education, and the kind of work one does (Tiedt & Tiedt,
1990).
Disability:

a disadvantage that makes achievement unusually

difficult (Schulz, 1993).
Diversity:

variety or differences.

Ethnic group:

a group with a common cultural tradition and a

sense of identity which exists as a subgroup of a larger society
(Theodorson & Theodorson, 1970). Ethnic groups are based on
national or linguistic backgrounds as well as religion, class, and
regional identification (Tiedt & Tiedt, 1990).
Exceptionality:

a social category given to a person who is

considered disabled or gifted (Banks & Banks, 1993).
Global:

relating to or including the whole earth (Webster's

New World Dictionary, 1978).
Global Education:

involves learning about those problems and

issues that cut across national boundaries, and about the
interconnectedness of systems--ecological, cultural, economic,
political, and technological.

Global education involves perspective

taking--seeing things through the eyes and minds of others--and it
means the realization that while individuals and groups may view
life differently, they also have common needs and wants (Hanvey,
1976).
Interdisciplinary:

relating to the use of ideas, materials or

themes in two or more curriculum areas.
)

Multicultural:

meaning several groups; different heritages and
8

traditions (Bullivant, 1993).
Race:

sometimes called geographical races, nine groups of

major races are identified as follows:
*

African (Negroid)-Collection of related persons living
south of the Sahara. Black Americans are mostly of
this origin.

*

American Indian (Amerindian or American Mongoloid)Related to the Asian geographical race. Only group in
the Western hemisphere for many years.

*

Asian (Mongoloid)-Persons in continental Asia except
for those in South Asia and the Middle East; includes
Japan, Taiwan, the Philippines, Indonesia.

*

Australian (Australian aborigine or Australoid)-A
group of people in Australia.

*

European (Caucasoid)-Located in Europe, the Middle
East, and north of the Sahara. Includes persons living
on other continents.

*

Indian-Persons in South Asia from the Himalayas to
the Indian Ocean.

*

Melanesian (Melanesian-Papuan)-Dark-skinned
persons living in New Britain, New Guinea, and the
Solomon Islands.

*

Micronesian-Dark-skinned persons living on islands in
the Pacific: Carolinas, Gilberts, Marianas, and
Marshal ls.

*

Polynesian-Many persons living in the Pacific Islands
such as Hawaii, Easter Island, and the Ellice Islands
(Tiedt & Tiedt, 1990).
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Reform movement: changes being recommended and
implemented for the purpose of improvement.
Overview
Chapter 1 presents the background for the development of this
Interdisciplinary Multicultural Resource Guide.
Chapter 2 presents a Review of Literature.
information on the teacher-as-researcher.

Chapter 3 presents

This chapter also cites

specific examples which I believe contributed significantly to the
development of this project.
Chapter 4 includes the author's suggestions for incorporating
multicultural activities into the various curriculum areas.

Also

included are author notes relative to specific teacher tested
activities.
Chapter 5 summarizes the guide with final author notes and
provides recommendations for further use.
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CHAPTER2
This researcher found the topic of Multicultural Education to
be a relatively new area of research with resource limitations.

It

has only been in the past twenty years that multicultural issues
have begun to be recognized as legitimate electives in the curriculum.

Prior to this, most course offerings of Anglo- and Eurocentric

curricula prevailed.
Over the last two decades, the emergence of multicultural
education has brought forth multiple areas of need and awareness.
As the nation's schools are transforming through population shifts,
racial, linguistic, economic, and social diversity issues are also
beginning to dominate concern among educators.

These issues are

being addressed through the use of cooperative learning methods and
activities in the classroom.

The roles which our schools must

absorb are those that will prepare all students for participation in
the economy, as well as meeting the increasing demands for
students to develop strong communicative, critical thinking, and
social skills.
The theories of Jean Piaget and Lev Semenovich Vygotsky
support a cognitive developmental approach to learning.

Piaget's

theory supports the idea that when inidividuals co-operate on a
project, a socio-cognitive conflict usually occurs which creates a
cognitive imbalance.

This imbalance in turn stimulates students

towards their development in gaining a perspective.
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Cognitive

conflicts promote resolution through reasoning.

The theory of

Vygotsky is based on the premise that knowledge is social and
comes from cooperative efforts to learn, understand, and problem
solve.

An exchange of information brings about the strengths and

weaknesses in each person's rationale.
Roger Johnson and David Johnson are advocates of cooperative
learning strategies which promote working together to achieve a
specific goal.

Cooperative learning responds to the needs of our

changing demographics.

For those students with limited proficiency

in English, it increases their opportunity to understand and develop
in their acquisition of the English language.

Cooperative learning

serves to assist in the understanding and practice of both language
and subject matter.
Literature which contributed significantly to the development
of this project provided information in four primary areas:
Historical perspectives on multicultural
education,
Definitions of multicultural education,
Curriculum goals and applications in multicultural education, and
Global awareness and harmony.
In the historical perspective, James A. Banks (1993) discusses
how multicultural education grew out of the civil rights movement
of the 1960's. He places emphasis on the goals of the movement to
"eliminate discrimination in public accommodations, housing,
employment, and education."
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Ricardo L. Garcia, in his article entitled, "Educating For Human
Rights:

A Curriculum Blueprint," discusses specifically the actions

of educational organizations in the 1970's, such as Phi Delta Kappa,
which pledged in their Human Rights Creed in Education to guard the
civil rights of students.

This doctrine was again influenced by the

civil rights movement of the 1960's.

"While the human-rights

approach still can serve its earlier purpose, human-rights instruction for the twenty-first century requires teachers to prepare
students to act as socially responsible individuals within a pluralistic, globally interdependent human community" (Garcia, 1992, p.
177).
The key to understanding multicultural education, according to
authors Pamela L. Tiedt and Iris M. Tiedt, "lies in examining the root
term culture.

Culture connotes a complex integrated system of

belief and behavior that may be both rational and nonrational.
one of us is born into a culture" (1990).

Each

We develop our beliefs from

ethnic and family backgrounds which continue to develop as a result
of our experiences.
Brian M. Bullivant (1993) favors defining culture as "a social
group's design for surviving in and adapting to its environment.

One

aim of multicultural education is to teach about the many social
groups and their different designs for living in our pluralistic
society."
Multicultural education is an idea stating that all students,
regardless of the groups to which they belong, such as those relating
to gender, ethnicity, race, culture, social class, religion, or
13

exceptionality, should experience educational equality in the school
{Banks, 1993).
It is also a reform movement which promotes a change or
transformation of our schools so that students from both genders as
well as diverse cultural and ethnic groups will have an equal chance
to experience success through the school's program.
Multicultural education is a continuing process with many
idealistic goals for change.

Educational equality and the eradication

of all forms of discrimination are two such ideological goals which
can never be fully achieved in our complex world.

We must, as

educators, never cease our efforts in pursuit of these ideals.

We

must also remember that implementing change and acting as change
agents requires a long-term commitment for school improvement
and restructuring.
The restructuring efforts that schools across the nation are
investing in through shared decision making must begin directing
those efforts in the promotion of multicultural education.

Schools

should examine their curricula to see whether or not they present
content that incorporates multicultural perspectives.

"When those

perspectives are integrated and permeate entire curricula, they also
create an interesting side effect:

prejudice reduction" {Diaz, 1992).

This would certainly be a worthwhile objective for schools to strive
for.
Multicultural education must be conceptualized as a strategy
for all students for several important reasons.

American schools

are not working well for most students, as the comparison of the
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academic performance of U.S. students with students from Germany,
Korea, and Japan on international achievement tests indicate.

Most

students of color (with the important exception of some Asian
students) and lower-income students are more dependent on the
school for academic achievement than are white middle-class
students for a variety of complex reasons.

However, school re-

structuring is needed for all students, due to the current ineffectiveness of today's school systems (The National Commission on
Excellence in Education, 1983).
Meeting the goals of the Multicultural Education Approach is
outlined by authors Christine E. Sleeter and Carl A. Grant (1989).
These writers base their goals on two principles:
and cultural pluralism.
(I)

equal opportunity

Their goals are:

To promote an understanding and appreciation of America's cultural diversity.

(2)

To promote alternative choices for people
regardless of race, gender, disability, or
social-class background.

(3)

To help all children achieve academic
success.

( 4)

To promote awareness of social issues
involving unequal distribution of power or
opportunity.

According to Banks (1993), the five components of multicultural education include:

content integration, knowledge con-

struction, equity pedagogy, prejudice reduction, and empowering
15

school culture and social structure.

Each of these components are

defined as:
1.

Content Integration deals with the manner in which

teachers provide examples, data, and information from a
variety of cultures and groups to illustrate concepts,
principles, and theories in their subject area.
2.

Knowledge Construction is a process in which teachers help

students to understand, investigate, and determine how
cultural assumptions, perspectives, and biases within a
subject area influence the ways in which knowledge is
developed within it.
3.

Equity Pedagogy exists when teachers examine their

teaching procedures and styles and modify their teaching in
ways that will facilitate and promote academic achievement
of students from diverse groups.
4.

Prejudice Reduction should focus on developing more

positive racial attitudes by using realistic images of ethnic
and racial groups.

The use of cooperative learning groups

will also produce more positive outcomes.
5.

Empowering School Culture and Social Structure requires

the restructuring of the culture and organization of the school
so that students from diverse racial, ethnic, and social class
groups will experience educational equality and a sense of
empowerment.

Schools must adopt assessment techniques

that are fair to all groups, do away with tracking, and promote
awareness amongst faculty so that all students can learn.
16

A significant publication and primary information source on
global education is the 1991 Yearbook of the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development titled, Global Education
From Thought to Action.

This text is a compilation of selected

articles ranging from a rationale for global education, global studies
as a positive change agent, and ways which global education can
interconnect through partnerships between schools and community.
The purpose for developing this yearbook was to explain what global
education is and why it is important for our schools today.

It also

serves to assist those who want to develop and implement a global
education program.
Conclusively, this yearbook promotes global education "as a
movement with the potential for promoting in our schools many of
the improvements that thoughtful people have sought throughout this
century."

Some of these improvements include interdisciplinary

planning and teaching, the development of critical thinking abilities,
and the use of cooperative learning.
The inclusion of global education in the classroom ultimately
supports and compliments multicultural education.

In Chapter 1, Lee

F. Anderson (1990) provides a strong rationale for global studies.
Anderson identifies three basic changes which have converged on the
world's social structure:

the growth of global interdependence, the

erosion of western dominance, and both the economic and political
decline of American power and influence over the past 20 years.
Global education is expanding into numerous directions.

While

some global educators are placing emphasis to improve instruction
17

about often-slighted regions of the world (Asia, Africa, the Middle
East, and Latin America), others focus on improving education
through studies of world problems on national security, the promotion of human rights, the control of warfare, the reduction of
world poverty, and the preservation of ecological well-being.
According to Lee F. Anderson in his article titled, "A Rationale for
Global Education",
to globalize American education is to expand opportunities to
learn about the world beyond the borders of the United States,
and to learn about American society's relationship to and place
in the larger world system.

Finally, it means helping American

students to see things from the perspective of other peoples of
the world.
Toni Fuss Kirkwood's article titled, "Global Education as an
Agent for School Change", reflects on several case studies from
Florida public schools.

In both case studies, global education served

as a positive, effective agent for a series of interdisciplinary
curriculum changes.

"The infusion of global awareness makes

content relevant to students' own lives" (1990).

Relationships are

drawn between historical and current events and students can critically speculate about the future.

"The new approach legitimates

innovative instructional strategies.

The teacher has freedom to be

creative and flexible.
centered.

The teaching approach becomes more student

The teacher becomes a coach and facilitator, rather than

being the center of attention" (Kirkwood, 1990).
Other reasons for the success of global education are a result
18

of teachers promoting student inquiry, reflective thinking, and participatory skills.

All of these instructional strategies make learn-

ing more interesting for students and suggests an improved
collaboration among administration, faculty, and staff.
"Global education and activities help reduce tensions and
conflicts in multiethnic, multicultural, and multilinguistic urban
communities" (Kirkwood, 1990).

Similar to multicultural education,

global studies promote understanding that leads students to
appreciate other cultures, their traditions, and their contributions.

19

CHAPTER3
Project Design
The project design of this interdisciplinary multicultural
resource guide is based on research and literature as reviewed in
Chapter 2, classroom journals kept by the author, and practical
applications and strategies based on the author's role of teacher as
researcher.

The design consists of interdisciplinary activities

which have direct application to multicultural education.

Most of

these activities are teacher tested and some have been annotated
with teacher recommendations for their possible use or connections
to other curricula.
In addition to the activities suggested in Chapter 4 of the
guide, a review of supporting literature and resources for the
development of multicultural education can be found in Appendix A.
Data Collection
The collection of data for the development of this resource
guide evolved through teacher and student journal writing, practical
teaching experiences and applications, enrollment in university
multicultural courses, seminars on diversity, and personal travel
experiences.
Data collection included a daily journal highlighting student
)

directed activities.

The journal entries were often the best means
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of reviewing the day's activities with occasional entries describing
what worked well, what created chaos, or perceptions of changes
needed for future use of the activity.
Data was also collected through the teacher as researcher
practical experience and classroom applications aimed at
multicultural awareness.

My teaching assignment during this past

year included a 6th grade elective class called Multicultural
Awareness.

This was a new course offering with a curricula to be

developed by the teacher.

This author had five years of teaching

experience in the areas of Spanish, English, Current World Problems,
Social Studies, and Reading.

Although this experience was at the

high school level, this writer was confident that her multiple
interdisciplinary curriculum areas would contribute significantly to
the development of a new multicultural program.
Another experience which contributed to the development of
this resource guide was the author's implementation of a major
cultural fair event at her former high school.

The author co-

developed and facilitated a cultural exchange which involved the
participation of the entire student body, faculty, and administration
of Cle Elum High School, guests from Central Washington University,
and the local community.

The theme of the cultural fair was

"Entering New Worlds Today."

Its focus provided students with

activities representative from countries on each continent in the
world.

The impact of developing this event, with the collaborative

assistance and support of other professionals and parents, allowed
students to actively participate in diverse cultural experiences.
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This singular event promoted the process of cultural sharing and
interaction among diverse groups.

The goals of the cultural fair

proved to enrich the lives of those students, teachers and community
members who participated in the multicultural exchange.

One

colleague verbalized the impact of his cultural fair experience by
stating that in his 22 years of teaching, he had never enjoyed
himself as much as through this participatory activity.

It also

validated the value and worth of developing a strong relationship
with universities and the local community.
Other data collection which supported this project came from
numerous educational magazines, teacher mentors, the Curriculum
Division of the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction in
Olympia, Washington, university supported multicultural and global
studies programs, and many hours dedicated to the investigation of
multicultural literature in libraries and bookstores across the state.
(See Appendix A.)
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CHAPTER4

The following activities were outlined as a guide to provide
suggestions for incorporating multicultural activities into the
classroom.

Most of the activities have been teacher tested.

Whenever possible, some of the activities have been annotated with
recommendations for change.

Some activities were developed by

other teachers in cooperative learning and writing workshops.

It is

worthy to note that some of the activities may not be conducive to
all groups of classes.

Teachers must use their own discretion in

determining if an activity is appropriate for the goals they are
trying to accomplish.

Teachers must select activities, as well as

methods and materials, that will involve students in thinking about
real issues that affect the students' lives.

This author strongly

urges readers to take these ideas and determine how they might best
fit into your already filled curriculums.

Social

Studies

Activities:

Making a connection for students in Social Studies is a natural
one when incorporating multicultural activities into the lesson.
These activities encompass a variety of areas within the Social
Studies curriculum.

Included are activities which support geography

and mapping skills, history, economics, and global issues.
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These

activities have been randomly arranged with no particular sequence,
within each of the following categories:

Social Studies,

English/Language Arts, Multicultural Awareness, and Art.

Also

included in parentheses is the specific goal of multicultural
education (page 5) as it applies to the activity.

Again, this author

recommends choosing activitives that enrich an already existing
program.
1.

Tack up a world map. Students can easily learn about
people and customs if they know where different countries
and regions are located. Use a political map if possible
because it shows the political boundaries. Wall maps also
easily illustrate which countries are located above and
below the equator or why the fishing industry is important
to Japan. Hang the world map at eye level. You may want
to mark specific places with map tacks as they are
studied. (C)

2.

Develop an international market with a collection of items
from various parts of the world. Have students bring in
any item that comes from another country. Have students
find pictures of people dressed in their customary clothing
and design a bulletin board display. Some of the items you
may suggest students to find are stamps, newspapers
written in a different language, art and craft items. (A)

3.

Discuss with students the different types of landforms
illustrated on a map. Divide the class into groups. Pass out
different colored pens to each member of the team. Now have
each group choose one of the seven continents to describe. Do
not duplicate continents. Have each team member write
something about the landform and the bodies of water
surrounding the continent. Post their descriptions in the
classroom. (A) (8)

4.

Give students a map of the United States for the purpose of
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reviewing the directions of north, south, east, and west. Give
students a starting point with directions and have them
determine the new location. Practice this several times so
students can review their geography skills. (B)
5.

Have student groups research volcanoes and earthquakes.
Use library resources and check newspapers to find stories
about them. Have students select a way to illustrate their
research through drawings, use of clay or salt dough, or
other art form. (B)

6.

Take students out to investigate the land around you. Visit
a stream, lake, or ocean beach. Have students identify
signs of changes made by water, wind, and people. Draw or
take pictures of examples of your findings. (B)

7.

Have students prepare a demonstration on their knowledge
of erosion. Students could work in teams to demonstrate
various forms of erosion including water, wave, wind,
glacier, and human. (B)

8.

Review directions with students similar to Activity 4
using northeast, northwest, southeast, southwest. (B)

9.

Using a local city map, enlarge a section of it and distribute a copy to each student. Write questions or have
student groups write questions for the map study. Some
questions might be: What is the first street east of
Main Street? Write the number 1 where Fourth Avenue
and Oak Street cross. (B)

10.

Have students make their own imaginary continent. Have
them make a key and include: a scale of distance, symbols
of land and water formations, symbols for other things
such as highways, cities, forests, airports, etc. Have
students show several of the following: an ocean or sea, bay
or gulf, peninsula, lake, river, cape, or mountains. On a
separate sheet of paper, have students name each of the
land forms on their map. Have students exchange their
imaginary continents with others and rewrite a description
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of the illustration.

)

(A) (B)

11.

Ask students to estimate how much of the earth's surface
is covered by water. Have them develop a diagram illustrating their answer. (B)

12 .

Have students research the topic of wetlands and their importance. If there are any wetlands nearby, plan a day
field trip for students to explore the surroundings. Have
students keep a journal of their findings. (B)

1 3.

After studying earthquakes and volcanoes have students
write a creative essay entitled, "The Day of the Big One" or
"The Day She Blew." After the writing is complete, have
students illustrate their essay. (A) (B) (C)

14 .

Ask students to brainstorm what the necessities of life
are. Have students explain what they would have to do to
have these essential things. How do these necessities
differ from those of people living in other parts of the
world? (A) (C)

15.

Have students research the American architect and
inventor, Buckminster Fuller. What is meant by his philosophy that people must find ways to do more with less in
order that all people can have their basic needs met?
(A) (B) (C)

16.

Have students describe the ways in which cultures are
different. If students have visited a foreign country or
visited any other area of the United States, have them
explain how the culture is different. Ask students to
make a list brainstorming why they think it is valuable
to study other cultures. (A) (C)

17.

Discuss with students the ways in which people communicate with their bodies. Emphasize that different facial
expressions can convey approval, disapproval, anger, joy,
and other emotions. Discuss the use of various hand and
head signals as other forms of communication. Pass out
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simple situation cards in which students must act out the
situation without the use of verbal language. (A) (C)
18.

Discuss with students the different ways in which
governments rule. Have student cooperative learning
groups look up various types of government systems.
Some examples may be: totalitarian, democracy, socialist,
communist, etc. Make a list of various countries and have
students categorize them according to their governments.
(A) (C)

19.

Assign students the job of interviewing an older relative or
citizen to find out how culture has changed in their family
or community over the years. Invite guests into the classroom to share experiences. (A) (8) (C)

20 .

Have students engage in a photojournalism project in which
they choose any foreign culture they want to research.
They may use old magazines and newspapers to develop
their project. Have students give short presentations to
their classmates. (A) (C)

21.

At the beginning of a new social studies unit, have
students write six or seven statements about the country
in study. Ask students to read their sentences to the
class. Make a list of the main ideas on the board. Another
method of doing this is to have students make a T-chart
on their paper. Students make a large T on their paper and
at the top, write the name of the country. On the left side
of the paper write "Things I Know" and on the right side of
the paper write "Things I Would Like To Know?." Have
students fill in each column with six or seven ideas in
each column. Compare the information as a class. (A) (B) (C)

22.

Begin another new unit of a continent by dividing the class
into groups for role playing. Have some of the students in
each group assume the role of American tourist while
others in the same group represent tourist officials. Each
American needs to find out important information about
the countries in order to decide on their itinerary. The
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tour representatives need to provide information on the
size and natural features of the country, tell what the
tourist might expect to see, and share some interesting
historical facts about the area. As a second part of this
activity, have each group plan out an itinerary including
departing and arriving dates with times, types of transportation. Using an outline map, have students trace the
route of their trip. Have them explain what cultural aspects they would experience in this part of the world.
(A) (B) (C)
23 .

Have students present weekly current events which cover
all parts of the world. (A) (B) (C)

24.

Have students research the status and roles of women in
other parts of the world. Have students prepare short
reports for sharing their findings with the class. (A) (C)

25.

Have students research the life of a nomad. Have students
assume the role of a nomad and keep a week-long journal
describing a typical day in their lives. (A) (C)

26.

In implementing a unit on a country, you might want to
start the unit by making a comparison in size between the
country and the United States. For example, in comparing
India with the U.S. students would discover that the U.S. is
about 2 1/2 times the size of India. The U.S. has about 60
people per square mile while India has about 565 people
per square mile. Divide the classroom into two areas.
Designate two-thirds of the classroom as the U.S. and onethird as India. Now divide the students into two groups
with one-fourth of the students to position themselves in
the U.S. area, and the rest of the class to stand in the area
designated for India. Have students remain in this position
for several minutes so they can experience overcrowding.
Have students then write their feelings and how overcrowding might affect the lives of the people in India.
(A) (B) (C)

27 .

Make a list of world leaders and allow students to select
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one for a research project. After research is complete,
ask students to prepare and deliver a speech they feel
represents their worldly leader. (A) (B) (C)

)

28 .

Put together a collection of the following items: a fine
porcelain bowl, a kite, paper, dominoes, playing cards, an
umbrella, paper money, and a compass. Ask students to
guess where these objects were invented. (China) Make
a list on the board and have students hypothesize how
these things were developed. (A)

29 .

Invite speakers into the classroom to give first-hand
accounts of their visits to foreign countries. Have
students send thank you notes to guests. (A) (C)

30.

Have each student prepare a list of all the items they
would buy or programs they would establish if they were a
poor country that suddenly had an unlimited amount of
money to spend on improvements. After the individual
lists have been compiled, form cooperative learning
groups of no more than four students per group. Have
the students share their list and then make a group
list. Allow each small group to share their information
with the entire class. In conclusion, have the class
develop an objective in which the class as a whole will
finalize a list of improvements for their country. Allow
students to vote on each issue. (A) (B) (C)

31 .

Have students review the various cultural groups they have
studied. Have them write down those cultural traits which
they thought were strange. Ask them to also write down
those traits that are shared between several cultures.
Have them make a list of those cultural traits shared by
all of the groups. Have students decide if any of these
traits are also shared by the U.S. (A) (C)

32 .

In a study of early writing, have students research the use
of hieroglyphics. Have students write a short story using
symbols. Have other students try to decipher the symbols.

(A)
29

33.

Ask the students to write an essay on "The World Has
Grown Smaller." What is meant by the title? Why is it
necessary for everyone to help solve the world's problems?
(A) (B) (C)

34.

Help students to understand the importance of fire for
early mankind. This can be done through a fire tender
activity. After the students have discussed the importance of a fire, simulate five or six sticks to represent
a fire. Position students around the imaginary campfire
and blindfold one student who carries out the important
role of keeping the fire burning throughout the night.
Other students in the circle attempt to steal the sticks
one by one until the fire tender no longer has any wood.
Students attempting to steal the sticks must work as
a team in silence in order to capture the firewood. The
one important rule for each fire tender is that they may
not touch the firewood for more than a second in trying
to prevent it from being stolen. If the fire tender touches
an individual while they are actually retrieving a piece of
wood, the fire stick remains and another student must try
to outwit the fire tender. (A)

35.

Have students prepare a historical play in which they
role play certain historic events. (B) (C)

36.

Review with students the idea that all people in the world,
regardless of where they are from, have the same basic
needs--water, food, clothing, and shelter. Examining the
customs, laws, religions, and art enhance a student's
ability to understand another culture. Divide the class
into cooperative learning groups and have them find three
stories--legends, myths, or folktales from three different
cultures. After reading them within their group, have the
students select one of the stories to present to the class
as dramatic readings accompanied by pantomimes. Allow
time for the development of the production. Have students
prepare a brief introduction to the story by telling what
the story explains, what culture the story comes from, and
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the name of the resource.

(A) (C)

37.

In studying modern Italy and its art, have students experience the work of Michelangelo by placing butcher paper on
the underneath side of tables and have teams of students
draw a mural with crayons. Students need to lie on their
backs on the floor for a period of time. After the completion of the murals, hang them for everyone to view. Have
groups rotate as a team in the viewing of each mural just as
they would if they were in a museum or gallery. After the
murals have been enjoyed by all, have students write their
impressions about the Michelangelo experience. Allow
student volunteers to share their writing. (A)

38 .

Have students do an informal comparison between the
U.S. and Brazil. Have them use resource materials to
determine the population, land area, and geographic
makeup, and sources of economic development. Then
have students debate over a global issue: the destruction
of the rain forests. Establish three cooperative learning
teams in each of the categories: (1) pro, (2) con, and (3)
World Council. Within each category, develop role cards
describing the position of each individual, i.e. in Group 1:
cattle rancher, logger, ill person needing medicine only
found in the rain forest, medical researcher pro; Group 2:
medical research con, ecologist/environmentalist, native
person against the destruction, greenhouse effect
specialist; Group 3: cultural anthropologist, economist,
geographer, historian, politician/statesperson.
Role cards
should either describe the individual's position or the
social studies concept they represent. Each group discusses their position. Groups give presentations to the
World Council and then the council votes in favor of or
against based on the facts presented. Members of the
council explain their reasons to the pro and con members.
(A) (B) (C)

39 .

In a study of China and the Great Wall, take students
through a series of mathematical problems which has
students converting metric measurements into U.S.
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standards of measurement.

(A) (B)

40 .

Celebrate National Geographic Week in mid-November.
There are 192 countries in the world. Have students
work in cooperative learning teams to see how many
they can name. (A)

41.

Have students research insects found in various parts
of the world. For example, the African beetle is the
heaviest insect in the world weighing one fourth of a
pound. Have students report on their findings. (C)

42 .

Have students experiment with 3-D in art in displaying their
knowledge of a country by using a famous historical person or
place in the foreground and a typical landscape or a map in the
background. To attach the two together, run a wide strip of
paper the width of the paper for attaching the foreground at
the sides only. This will allow for the 3-D effect. (A) (8) (C)

English/Language

Arts

Activities:

Making a multicultural connection for students in the area of
English is possible through the use of literature and authentic
materials.

It is important to have students read literature from a

variety of groups.

This reinforces the ideas of literature and

enables students to experience different forms of literature.

Often

students discover commonalities or differences in literature that
were written by different groups.
In selecting literature, it is important that the perspectives
and illustrations of specific groups of people are authentic and they
represent the group as the group would depict itself.

The ideal

approach brings in good literature which illustrates voice and a
different social perspective, therefore enabling the student to learn
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from others' perceptions.
Another connection in the area of English is promoting art
through literature.

As you read through these activities you will see

how this author reinforces literature through art activities.
Many of these activities are independent of one another and
few of them are sequential with other activities unless otherwise
noted.
1.

One of the first writing assignments in my English classes
is an activity on celebrations. The activity is introduced
with Byrd Baylor's "I'm In Charge of Celebrations." Next
have students brainstorm through the use of clustering
the different celebrations they experience or know about.
Following the clustering activity, have students choose
one of their celebration topics and freewrite. Have
students volunteer to read their writing to the class
or in small groups. (A)

2.

Early in the school year, have students develop a memory
bank reflecting on different experiences: funny, sad,
happy, scary, and so forth. This can be set aside and
used later for a writing assignment. (A)

3.

Ask students to interview two grown-ups of different
generations about the Halloweens of their childhoods,
including their best costume and anything unusual
they may have done. Have students report back to class
their findings as they share them in small groups. (A)

4.

Promote the reading of a diverse group of authors. Have
author categories established for each month . (A) (C)

5.

Contact your local bookstores for making a connection
when they have author book signing parties. Discuss the
possibility of extending an invitation for the authors to come
to the classroom. (A)
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6.

Have students research an author of color. In addition to
finding out about the author, extend the research for
students to include what life was like for the time period
and place the author was growing up. (A) (B) (C)

7.

Have students read selections on immigrants coming to
America. Have students assume the role of an immigrant.
Have them select a foreign country and write an essay on
the adjustments they are making, the experiences they
are having, etc. (A) (B)

8.

Have students create a week-long journal for a fictional
classmate who has just emigrated from a non-English
speaking country. Describe what the school day is like
for this new student. One suggestion would be to have
students respond to the question: What was the hardest
thing about coming to America? (A)

9.

Develop a biography-writing project whereby students
select six or seven of the most important events in their
biography subject's life. Have the students draw an
illustration and write a descriptive caption about each
event. Arrange the events in a chronological order on
a large sheet of posterboard. Leave space in the center
of the board for students to write a summary of the
person's life. (A) (B)

1 O.

Develop a unit entitled History Makers. Allow students to
discover individuals who made contributions in any
academic field. Provide students with opportunity to do
research in their library. Provide students with a list
of Native Americans, African-Americans, Asian-Americans
and Hispanic-Americans who have made significant contributions to our society. (A) (B) (C)

11.

In February, promote Black History month through various
activities which promote an awareness of contributions.
Have students make wind socks out of construction paper.
On each of the streamers, have students write facts and
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contribution information.

(A) (C)

12.

Collect classroom books on myths and legends from other
parts of the world. Have each student present his/her story
to the class. Have students illustrate their stories. (A)

13 .

Before the completion of the year, have students prepare
a hero sandwich by using long sheets of paper (11 X 14).
Have students fold the paper several times so that the
14 inch side of the paper is making an accordion. Using
scissors, trim the four corners making a curve to form
the bun of the sandwich. On the inside of each fold, have
students name their heroes or heroines and give a
description of why the student chose them. Students may
also draw illustrations. At the conclusion, ask students
to share one of their heroes or heroines. (A) (B) (C)

14 .

Have students make an Aztec calendar recording events of
their own life. For this activity you need heavy construction paper, black crayons, compass, tan tempera paint,
paper toweling or sponge, and sand. Have students identify
one or two important events for each year of their life.
These might be "first" events like walking or talking, going
to school, etc. Draw these pictures in the outermost part
of the round calendar. Draw three inner circles onto the
circle of construction paper. In the center have students
draw something representing the present. In the second
circle from the center, draw four boxes and draw the sun
characters or symbols for Aztec gods. In the third circle,
divide it into 12 sections, one for each month. Here,
students should draw illustrations which represent every
month of the year. The outer edge can be decorated with
a geometric design. Sponge paint lightly over the black
crayon to create a texture of stone. While it is wet,
sprinkle the stone with sand. Have students share their
calendars with others. (A) (B) (C)

15 .

Encourage students to develop pen pals from other states
in the United States as well as foreign countries. (A) (C)
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16.

Have students design a collage depicting the theme of
women in action. Do this activity in preparation for
Women's History Month. (March) (A) (B) (C)

17.

March is Women's History Month. Have students research
the work of Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton
who were instrumental in obtaining the right for women
to vote. In cooperative learning groups, have students
collectively write a speech in which they are affirming
that women have a right to vote. Encourage students to
write in a persuasive tone. Have students select one
member of the group to present their speech. Allow teams
time to write, practice, and work on the dynamics of
convincing the audience. (A) (B) (C)

18.

Develop a unit entitled Face-to-Face. In this unit, connect
language, literature, and art in a mask-making project. To
start the project, have students make a list of emotions
or feelings. After the list is made, take a few moments to
have students reflect to themselves when they have experienced each of the emotions. Then discuss the key
element of mask-making which is the ability to convey
through facial expressions an individual's feelings. Next
share with the students any pictures you may have on
African masks. Most masks reveal emotions through lines,
color, and shape of the facial features. Before students
begin, have them brainstorm why various cultures used
masks. As an extension activity, have students describe
the emotion expressed by their mask. If the emotion were
a person, what would that person be like? Have students
give their descriptions while holding their mask. Use
the first-person point of view. (I am ... ) (A)

19.

Have students write about the first minority person they
ever met. What was the situation? Describe in as much
detail as you can recall. If you have multicultural crayons
in the classroom, allow students to illustrate this writing.
(A) (C)

20 .

Have students find a newspaper story about someone they
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admire who belongs to a race or ethnic group other than
their own. Have them write a paragraph on what they think
they could learn from this person. (A)
21 .

During Black History month or Women in History, introduce
students to Phillis Wheatley. As an introduction for a
writing assignment, have students close their eyes. Set
the scene in 1761. Imagine a little girl who has just been
grabbed by strangers who violently broke into her home in
Africa. They take her to a dark, dirty, smelly hold section
of a ship. For many months, she finds herself along with
about 75 other men, women, and children on this ship. The
only food they receive are small portions of rice and
water. They are allowed to see daylight only twice a day.
The ship arrives in Boston, and this child is sick and starving. Her captors have her chained to an auction block and
sell her as a slave. Give students an opportunity to freewrite before you have them research more about the life
of Phillis Wheatley. Allow several days for students to
discover information. Then form cooperative learning
groups and share information that each student has learned.
Have students role play different events in her life. (A)

22 .

Have students in cooperative learning groups spend a class
period outside in great weather. Let students know they
are going to work on an environmental project and to
choose a team name. Their only job is to pick up as much
garbage as possible and bring it into the classroom on the
following day. Now the fun begins with the entire class
trying to make something out of the garbage. You may want
to have several glue guns available to help with the design.
Allow one member from each of the cooperative groups to
work on this creation in the center of the room. After a
specified amount of time, change the center display group
until all members of the teams have had an opportunity
to contribute to the masterpiece. (One of the goals you
should announce on creation day is that teams are
responsible for using all of their garbage in the display.)
When the creation is all in place, have students write
an essay or poem about the creation. Also promote a
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serious discussion on the importance of recycling. Try
to place in a school display case for other students to
view. (B)
23 .

Promote a music around the world day in which students
listen to numerous musical selections. After listening
to short segments, allow writing time for students to
write short paragraphs about the music. How did it make
them feel? What did it remind them of? What did they
think the musician was trying to convey? (A) (C)

24 .

Using a world map, review with students the characteristics of a folktale. Usually, it's a short story with
larger-than-life characters, exaggerated events, and an
unbelievable ending. Divide into small groups and have
each group invent a folk hero or heroine who could have
come from anywhere in the world. Have the group write a
story about their character. After sharing stories, have
students mark the world map to illustrate the various
parts of the world being represented in the activity.
(A) (B) (C)

25 .

Have students brainstorm all of the stereotype words
that describe people of color and women. Express in
writing why these words are harmful or would hurt you
if you were a person of color or a woman. Have students
share their list with others in small groups. (A)

26 .

Listen to a recording of Dr. Martin Luther King's "I Have
A Dream" speech. Write a poem about civil rights or
peace. (A) (B)

27.

Is there prejudice in our community? In our state? In
our country? Write an essay on this topic or have students
design a project to investigate this. (A) (B)

28 .

Develop a poetry unit in which Haiku is a major part of the
study. Have students write and illustrate their work. (A)

)
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Multicultural

Awareness

Activities:

The following multicultural activities are recommended for
supporting other curriculum areas.
be determined by the reader.

Their use and relevance need to

Most of the activities are teacher

tested and have met with success and enthusiasm by students.

Each

of the activities in this section can be used as a single curriculum
supplement unless otherwise noted.
1.

Introductions to multicultural awareness begin with the
introductions of students. In a cooperative learning
activity, have students form pairs. Students have four
minutes to learn about another person in the classroom
(two minutes each). When time is called, students must
introduce their classmate to the rest of the class and
tell as much as they can about the person. (A)

2.

We are all individuals. We live in a country with a
diverse group of people. We are a people of different ages,
races, gender, ethnic backgrounds, religious backgrounds
and abilities. Have students think of a friend or relative
and tell how each of them is the same. Then tell how
each is different. Have students tell what they like best
about themselves and what they like best about their friend
or relative. (A) (C)

3.

Each of us has our own traditions and customs. Have
students brainstorm all the celebrations they practice.
Have students describe the way their family celebrates a
special holiday. (A) (C)

4.

Make a collage illustrating foods that come from your
family's ethnic background and foods that come from
another culture. (A) (C)

5.

Using magazines, have students create an illustration
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entitled People of the World. After students have
completed their illustration, promote a discussion around
the theme. (A)
6.

Using newspapers or magazines, have students find a news
story about someone they admire who belongs to a race
or ethnic group other than their own. Have students share
with others what they feel they can learn from this person.
(A)

7.

Have students in cooperative learning groups research the
local newspaper to determine the many places people
practice their religion. How many places can they find?
Have students list several different religions people
observe in the community. (A) (C)

8.

Have students find a newspaper article about a religion
or religious groups in other parts of the world. Have
them summarize the news article for other students. (A) (C)

9.

Challenges face us all every day. Although some things
may be very easy for us, other things may be more
difficult. This activity is for us to recognize that we
all have different skills and abilities. Some individuals
have to face special physical or mental obstacles, but
they do other things well. Have students make a list of
those things they can do well. Next have them list those
things which are challenging. Thirdly, have students
think about someone they know who has a physical or
mental disability. Have them tell what they admire
about that person. (A) (8) (C)

10 .

In today's world of work, people are employed in a variety
of businesses and industries. Men and women are trained
to do many different jobs. Have students share what job
they would like to have and explain why. (A)

11.

Divide students into small cooperative learning groups
of three and have students define culture. Have one student
serve as the time keeper, one student record the informa40

tion of everyone in the group, and the third student is the
reporter. Write each group's ideas on the board and have
students collaborate on the ideas. (A) (8) (C)
12.

At the beginning of the year, students practice their
observation skills when an illusion is placed on an
overhead projector. Students are asked to look at each
picture and then write down what they saw. This activity
causes students to think about their first reaction to
someone or something. It also reinforces the idea that
perceptions may not always be accurate. (A) (C)

13.

Another early year activity is to place into a large box
household items that come from all over the world. In
cooperative learning groups, hold up an item and have
teams record where they think the item is from. Try
to have a strong representation of items from many
countries. (A)

14.

Discuss briefly stereotyping. Have students make a list
of some current stereotypes. Discuss how these words
often carry a negative meaning and how they can be
harmful. Follow this activity with the next one. (A)

15.

Stereotype headband. The teacher needs to make headband
labels and labels to place on the walls of the classroom
prior to this activity. The key to the success of this
activity is to have students follow the rules carefully.
Place a headband on each student's head which has a
stereotype listed on it. Remind students not to tell
each other what the headband says. When all the students
have their headbands on, they are instructed to move
about the classroom. They have to react to each other
according to the headband label. They may not use the
word on the headband. One-to-one student contact is
another key element in this activity. No more than two
students can be interacting at a time. After a given time,
have students line up in front of a label on the wall which
they believe is their stereotype. (A)
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16.

Follow up the Headband Stereotype activity with students
writing about their experience. How did they feel? (A)

17.

Have students keep a class journal of "What's Happening?"
Place the journal in a special place and have students
take turns writing entries each day of what they did
in class. This is an excellent way of getting a sense
of how well things went in class. (A)

18.

Prior to asking students to research a topic, gather as
many resources as possible and bring them into the
classroom. Often a book pass-a-round activity allows
students to get a glance of what resources are available
prior to starting the research. In the book pass-a-round
students have about three minutes to write down the
title, author, and short notes about the contents of the
book. (A)

19.

A number of cultures center around the closeness of
family and respect for elders. Have students brainstorm
some of their fond memories of time spent with a
grandparent or relative. After students have written
down their ideas, have them choose one and freewrite
for five minutes. Before asking for student volunteers,
I usually share my writing with the class. (A) (C)

20 .

Encourage students to become a pen pal with someone from
another state or foreign country. Several organizations to
contact for information include: (A)
International Friendship League
55 Mount Vernon Street
Boston, MA 02108
World Pen Pals
1694 Como Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55108

21 .

Have students establish a Foods of the World event in
which students share in the making and tasting of a variety
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of foods. Ask parents to provide assistance in this
activity. Perhaps another class involved in food preparation or nutrition would like to get involved in this activity
too. (A) (C)
22.

Have students research the real stories about Thanksgiving.
How have history accounts changed? Have students write
a short story of their research. Allow time also for
students to illustrate. One resource which may be helpful
in this activity is The first Thanksgjyjng by Jean Craighead
George. (A)

23.

Ask students to define what it means to be an American.
Encourage students to think about privileges and responsibilities that affect them personally. Ask students to
explain why so many people from around the world admire
American lifestyles and seek to live in our country? (A) (8)
(C)

24.

Prepare a simulation game in which students will have to
make a decision regarding life and death. The situation
is one in which World War Ill is about to begin. There
is a fallout shelter for safety but it will only support six
individuals. Unfortunately, there are ten people who want
to move into the shelter. The ten people have agreed to
let your administration decide who shall be saved. In
a cooperative learning group allow 15 minutes for students
to discuss and decide the fate of this group. Examples
of their choices might include:

A.
8.

C.
D.

E
F.

A 16-year-old girl of questionable IQ, a high
school dropout, pregnant.
A policeman who was recently thrown off the
force for brutality.
A preacher who is 75 years old.
A woman physician who is 36 and known to be
racist.
A male pianist who is 46 and served seven years
in prison for selling drugs.
A former prostitute, female, who is 38.
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G
H
I.

A male architect who is gay.
A 26-year-old law student.
The law student's wife who spent the last year in
a mental hospital. They refuse to be separated.

After each group presents their results, ask the class to reach
a concensus on this activity. Have students give reasons for
each of their group's decision. (A) (8) (C)
25.

In celebration of valentines, have students make origami
valentines and send them to a local nursing home. Most
books on the art of origami have this illustrated. (A)

26.

Provide students with a list of women who have made
contributions to our world. Have students research the
individual and then present the information to the class.
(A) (8)

27.

Have students select a country and follow up with research
on what some of their celebrations are and how they
celebrate. (A) (C)

28.

Not all nations celebrate the new year on the first day of
January. Have students check other cultures to find out
when they celebrate it and how they do this. Some
countries you may suggest include: Nigeria (March),
Iran (March), Burma (April), Bangladesh (April), Ghana
(September), and Ethiopia (September). (A) (C)

29.

Have students develop an international table in the
classroom where they can show a collection of items
from all over the world. (A)

30.

Have students celebrate their learning and understanding
of culture by painting a mural representing people of the
world. Provide students with paints or crayons to
compliment the appropriate clothing, hair, eye color,
and skin tones. (A)

31 .

Have students share the meaning of their name.
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Have

students investigate the naming practices of other
cultures. (A) (C)
32.

Encourage students to chart their heritage through a
family tree. Suggest that students and family members
work on this assignment at home. {A)

33.

As a class, research all the different ways languages
say welcome. Make welcome signs in as many languages
as possible. Laminate the signs and hang them throughout
the classroom. (A) (C)

34.

Invite a guest into the classroom who has traveled
extensively to foreign countries. Ask them to speak
to the class about their travel and provide information
on gestures around the world. (A) (C)

35.

Research the celebration of Girl's Day on the third day
of March in Japan. {A)

36.

Research the meaning of celebrating Children's Day in
Japan on the 5th of May. What kinds of things make up
this celebration? (A)

37.

Music plays an important part in the culture of many groups.
Have students research the music of Africa, China, Japan,
India, Mexico, and Native American. (A)

38.

Have students read a trickster tale about an animal that
tricks others in order to accomplish some goal. Some of the
popular tales include Anansi the spider out of Ghana and
the raven is found in many Northwest Native American stories.
(A)

39.

Read some legends about the environment. An excellent
book is Keepers of the Earth by Michael J. Caduto and
Joseph Bruchac. Activities follow each story. (A) (B)

40.

Ask students to bring in stamps from all over the world.
This is a good way to learn about places near and far. (A)
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41 .

Have students make a carp windsock in celebration of
Boy's Festival in Japan on May 5th. (A)

42.

April and May are excellent months for students to make
kites and fly them. Suggest that students use ideas from
making masks to give their kite some culture. Kites come
in all shapes and sizes but encourage students to make
them so they can fly them. (A)

43.

Have students plant herbs which originated from many
foreign places. (A)

44 .

If you have a university nearby, invite international
or exchange students into the classroom to share some
of their culture. (A) (C)

45.

Purchase some fish from a local supermarket and have
students make fishprints on butcher paper or t-shirts.
All you need are tempera paints, paint containers, rollers
and something to print on . After students have prepared
their print, ask Japanese university students to print
student names on their art work. (A)

46 .

Establish an environmental club for students interested
in environmental issues. Promote recycling and conservation at school. Here are the addresses of some environmental organizations students can write to for information: (A) (B)
The Children's Rainforest
P.O. Box 936
Lewiston, ME 04240
Friends of the Earth
530 7th Street SE
Washington, DC 20003
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World Wildlife Fund
1250 24th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037
47 .

Volunteer to help the city or county in your area in the
planting of trees or flowers. (B)

48.

Have students research how Christmas is celebrated in
other countries. Plan a program around this theme. Ask
parents to help in the planning and implementation of
a program. (A) (C)

49.

In some of the Middle East countries, young women wear veils
whenever they are in public. Have all students bring an oblong
scarf to school and have them wear it during a class period. If
the young men in the class prefer, have them make a turban on
their head and wear it for an entire class period. (A) (C)

50 .

Have students make a comparison between wedding customs of
two countries. (A) (C)

51 .

Have students read a play and then construct shadow
puppets to perform the play. (A)

52 .

Select a guest to come into the classroom to teach some
foreign words. Consider learning some sign language. (A) (C)

53.

Have students learn to do basic math skills using an abacus.
After students have mastered its use, divide the class into
groups and give the same math problems. See which group
calculates the correct answer first. (A) (C)

54.

Have students write and illustrate a fable. Review what
fables are and give them examples of fables like Aesop's race
between the turtle and the hare. (A)

55.

Have students write an essay on the importance of peace in the
world. A sample of several students' works published in either
the school or local newspaper would illustrate to the community the school's commitment toward cultural understanding
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and world peace. (A) (B) (C)
56 .

Students wanting information or organizations promoting
peace and offering self-help assistance can write for
information to any of the following organizations: (A) (B) (C)
Alternative Gift Markets
9656 Palomar Trail
Lucerne Valley, CA 92356
Canadian UNICEF Committee
443 Mount Pleasant Road
Toronto, Ontario M4S 2L8
Children As the Peacemakers
950 Battery St., Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111
Heifer Project International
1015 South Louisiana
Little Rock, AR 72202
Oxfam America
115 Broadway
Boston, MA 02116
United States Committee for UNICEF
333 East 38th St.
New York, NY 10016

57 .

Introduce students to the Japanese form of poetry, Haiku.
Give samples for students to see and read. After students
have written several, ask them to illustrate them using
water colors on a heavy paper. Have students rewrite
their poetry on the illustration when it is dry. Make a
class book by binding their works. (A)

58 .

Have students learn to use chopsticks. Place cupcake
paper holders filled with m & m's on each student's desk.
Have the students practice picking up the m & m's using
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the chopsticks.

(A) (C)

59 .

After mastering the use of chopsticks in activity 57,
have students form teams of four members. Place a
container of peanuts in the shell and two student teams
will compete at a time. One member from each team
walks briskly to the table with the peanuts, picks one
up with the chopsticks, walks around the table and
back to his/her team. Then the chopsticks are passed to
the next team member and the first team to return to
the starting point with all members seated wins the
round. Be sure to move desks to the perimeter of the
room so there is plenty of room for these teams to
participate. (A)

60 .

After students have studied the true story of Thanksgiving
have students cook a Native American Thanksgiving dinner.
Some of their traditional foods might include Roast Saddle
of Venison, Hazelnut Soup, Succotash, Roasted Peanuts,
Wild Rice, Pinon Cakes, Steamed Cranberry Pudding, and
Oranges Marinated in Honey. (A) (B) (C)

61 .

Have students make harvest figures to decorate the tables
for their Thanksgiving feast. Harvest figures are easy
and can be made out of bundles of long grass, or from
corn husks. Gather string around body to form head, arms,
and waist. For the figure of a man split the lower portion
of the husk in two parts after making the waist and gather
again at the ankles. (A)

62 .

In conjunction with the Native American Thanksgiving
dinner, have students fold napkins. A fold that resembles
an ear of corn can be made out of paper or cloth. First
fold the napkin in half to make a triangle. Fold the upper
points down. Then fold those points in half. Fold the
lower point so that it reaches the midline. Fold this
bottom portion in half, and in half once again, so that it
covers the midline. Pick up the napkin and insert the
right corner into the left. Stand it upright. (A)
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63 .

Have students contact a local authority to find out the process
an alien goes through in filing to become a citizen. (A)

64 .

Have students brainstorm ideas to use in presenting an
international program for the school. (A) (B) (C)

Multicultural

Art

in

the

Classroom

Activities:

Multicultural activities in art bring a vast number of hands-on
opportunities to the classroom.
dramatics, music, and dance.

Art activities encompass crafts,

Often they are accompanied with

literature which enhances the primary lesson.

These activities help

students to appreciate and come to understand the aesthetic values
of other cultures.
1.

Make brightly painted paper mache animals and dolls from
Mexico. Mermaids are also a traditional Mexican character.
The Spanish word for a mermaid is una sirena. Often the
mermaids are created as though they were singing to the
sailors around their islands. There are many countries
that have stories about mermaids and sirens. (A)

2.

Yarn paintings are also a traditional Mexican form of art.
Many yarn paintings depict their crops or animals. Have
students draw the outline of a plant or animal in the center
of a 4 X 4 inch piece of heavy paper. Have students apply
glue to the outline and press yarn into it. Students can
use one or two strands of yarn at a time. Continue following the shape of the design. Create a border by applying
more glue and a different color of yarn than the main
picture. Fill in all the open spaces with additional glue
and yarn. There should not be any spaces left unfilled. (A)

3.

Soap carvings can prove to be both challenging and fun.
When my class is involved in a Native American unit,
students enjoy carving replicas of totem poles, sealife,
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and other wildlife creatures.

Ravens are also popular.

(A)

4.

Gourds can be purchased in the fall for students to make
gourd bowls of Puerto Rico. They can also be used for
making musical instruments. In Puerto Rico, gourds are
used to make bowls for serving and eating food. First
the gourds are dried, then soaked in water in order to
peel the skin off. Then the gourds are cut in half. Remove the seeds and pulp. Have students trace a pattern
of the outside (exterior) with pencils. Simple patterns
are easiest because the next step is to carve the design
with a knife. Have students use shades of brown and
orange tempera paint to finish their gourds. (A)

5.

Khamsa (Good Luck Hands) is a painted hand that is the
symbol of strength and power. This originated in Morocco
and spread to other cultures in the Mediterranean.
Rather than having students draw designs on themselves,
have them draw an outline of their hand. If possible put
the hand outline on natural skin colored paper. Have
students cut out the shape of their hand and save the
the scraps for use in cutting out special designs to
glue onto the hand shape. Provide sequins or buttons
for additional designs. Mount the Khamsas on large sheets
of construction paper or poster board. Have the students
write a good luck wish or poem beside the hand. (A)

6.

Have students create a Linguist Staff. These are tall
wooden sticks that African leaders used as an emblem
of their position. The linguist sticks used to be referred
to as messenger sticks. The original staffs were carved
out of wood and covered with a gold leaf. They often
had an elaborate sculptured decoration that represented
a proverbial message. For example, a sculpture of a king
holding an egg meant that the king should take good care
of his people. Have students collect sticks or use doweling. Pass out 3-4 inches of clay for students to attach
to the top end of the staff. Have them shape the clay
into a form. Let the staff dry and then apply yellow or
gold tempera paint. As a follow-up activity, have students
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write several proverbs and illustrate their meaning.

{A) {C)

7.

Have students make Chinese scrolls by using long pieces
of drawing or rice paper (9 X 24). Use fine lined indelible
markers to draw a landscape or scene. Suggest to the
students to make a simple drawing with strong outlines.
Using watercolors, have students paint their pictures.
Allow pictures to dry before adding doweling to each end.
Have students write a description or poem about their
picture. Ask for volunteers to share their work or have
a scroll reading party. {A)

8.

Bark paintings are another interesting art project for students. Bark paintings were used in a number of cultures in
Australia and Mexico. The materials you need for this project
are readily available at little cost. Use brown construction
paper or brown paperbags from the grocery (recycled works
best). Other materials include colored pencils and an
imagination. To start this project, use the side of a brown or
black pencil to run over the entire surface of the paper to
create a texture. Draw the outline of an animal or person.
Show some bones or organs of the subject. Finish the painting
by filling in the open spaces with stripes, circles, dots, or
other designs. Encourage students to explore the community
area with their family to see if birch trees grow in the area.
The bark of the birch is what this activity originated from. As
a final project have students write about their bark painting.
Ask for volunteers to share their art and writing. (A)

9.

Texture rubbings are a good activity for the fall and spring.
Take students outside to collect leaves, flowers, or
anything such as sandpaper, paper clips, rubber bands, etc.
Demonstrate how to make a rubbing by placing paper over
a textured surface and rubbing with the side of a crayon. Rub
in one direction. Place finished picture onto a piece of
construction paper.
Have students use this technique with
paper the size of writing paper. After the rubbing step is
complete, laminate and have students use it for a book cover,
or fill it with lined paper and students can use it for a notebook or journal. (A)
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1O.

Have students try the art of origami. If you are located near a
college or university, invite foreign students to your classroom to help out with this project. Everyone enjoys the art of
origami. Fill a display case with various origami animals,
insects or people. (A)

11 .

Have students make paper fans. In many countries in Asia,
fans were both useful and ornamental. Have students make
fans using lightweight cardboard. Have them trace and cut
out two fan frames. Using crayons, have students color the
outside of the frames and both sides of a craft stick or
tongue depressor. Place colored tissue paper and/or
crayon shavings between the two pieces of wax paper and
press with a warm iron. Now put wax paper and one end of
the craft stick handle between the two frames. Staple and
glue the two fan frames together. Trim the wax paper to the
shape of the fan. (A)

12 .

To help in the celebration of the Chinese New Year, collect
large boxes that can be decorated with tempera paints. Try
to get at least one appliance box from a local retail store.
Make one box appear to be a replica of a dragon's head and
have one box assume the role of the dragon's tail. Connect
the boxes together and have students wear the boxes to
parade down the halls to Chinese dragon music in celebration of the New Year. (A)

13.

Have students make animal pinatas using large balloons and
a flour and water paste. Inflate balloons and place newspaper strips into a flour paste. Smooth damp newspaper
strips over balloon making several layers. You will have to
allow plenty of time for drying these before painting can be
done. To decorate, use either tempera paints or colored tissue
paper cut into strips and fringed. Cut a u-shaped hole in the
top that is large enough to open and fill with treats. Enjoy a
fiesta. Be sure to remember the music. Have students donate
several pinatas to a local child care center or as a school door
prize for a school competition. Students could also give one
to a Spanish class and let them use it in a play during the
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school's International Day theme.

(A)

14 .

Native American Dream Catchers can be made out of thin
flexible three-foot tree limbs. The limb must be very flexible as you need to tie the two ends together. Using string or
dental floss make a web by tying the string at intervals on the
edge of the limb. Then continue constructing a web by attaching the string to the center of each section that is already
tied. Add a small shell or bead to the very center and hang
above a bed. Some Native Americans felt it would prevent any
scary or bad dreams from entering the mind. (A)

15 .

Native American Shields are colorful shields that were
used when participating in a battle. A shield was one of
the Native American's most prized possessions. Have
students research the meaning of colors before beginning
their project of making a shield. The following list gives
some colors and their symbolic meanings:
white:
black:

red:
blue:
yellow:
orange:
gray:

clear water, daytime
growth and the life cycle from birth to
death. A black and white feather in a
shield meant completeness.
sunrise and sunset; good health
sky; power and the ability to withstand
conflict
sun; sunny mood
making peace with a friend or enemy; the
return of calmness following a storm
gloom and fatigue

After students design and color their shields with marking
pens, laminate the shields. The shields make a wonderful
bulletin board display. Have students write about their
shield and tell why they chose their design and color.
Some students may choose to write about their shield
using poetry. (A)
16.

Another Native American project using paper bags is to
crumple up a brown bag or brown construction paper. Using
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pictographs, have students illustrate a "winter count"
whereby they make drawings of important events. When
students have completed their pictographs, have them
crumple the paper tightly and immerse it in a small bucket
of brown tempera paint diluted with water. Squeeze out
extra water and spread picture open to dry on newspapers.
Tear the edges to make the pictograph resemble a buffalo
skin. (A}
17.

Have students cut paper people chains representing all of
the people of the world holding hands. Fold a long, narrow
length of paper zigzag fashion. Sketch the outline of two
people on the top layer. Encourage the students to make
boys and girls. On each of the folds you should have only
one half of the person showing. Cut along the outline of
the figures with scissors and unfold the paper. Color each
of the figures taking into consideration a well rounded
group of people. Provide multicultural colors for the students. Hang the display or use for a bulletin board border.
(A}

18.

Have students design a family crest. Family crests come
from many origins. Have students think about their last
name, the things that remind them of their family such
as hobbies, interests, or the type of work that some family
members do for a living. Ask students to explain their
family crest in small groups. (A}

19 .

Ask a librarian to help in locating some legends about
farming. Read the stories out loud without showing the
illustrations. Ask students to illustrate the stories
and then make a comparison with those in the books. (A}

20.

Make a dragon streamer for Chun Jie or Chinese Spring
Festival. Have students make the head of a dragon and
attach long streamers to its neck. Hang the dragon
near a classroom window so it will move when there
is a cool breeze. (A}

21.

Have students research board, card, or stick games played
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by children all over the world. Ask the school librarian
to help the students research this. (A) (C)
22 .

Provide a variety of craft items for students to prepare
for Carnival as it is celebrated in Brazil. Locate a video
to share with the students before they begin this project.
Remember face masks as well as hats are a big part of
this celebration. Have students research Carnival. When
does it take place and why? (A)

23 .

Have students make a Chinese tangram, a puzzle made up
of seven pieces. Research this to find the geometric
shapes. With the seven geometric shapes, you have only
one way to make the perfect square. (A)

24 .

Purchase several beading looms and let students experience
the detail and art that many Native Americans used to make
beautiful beadwork. Add some small leather strips and
bells to this and you now have a sample of Native American
ankle bells or arm bands. (A) (C)

25.

Invite some International students into the classroom to
demonstrate firsthand some traditional dances. Have the
class participate after the demonstration. (A)

26 .

Invite university students from China or Japan to demonstrate their forms of writing. Have the students and
visitors collaborate in writing a short sentence.
Have the
class illustrate the sentence. Display their work where
others in the building can see it. (A)

27.

Invite a local dojo to the school to demonstrate the
martial arts. Be sure to send a thank you note to
all guests. Have students develop thank you cards with
an international flare. The cards could be used to send
notes of appreciation to their guests. (A)

28 .

Have students draw names at the conclusion of a Native
American study to make a gift for someone in the class.
Have students research the significance of a potlatch
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and then enjoy having one. (A)
29.

Have students in every art class construct the flag of a
different nation. Have students make the flags the same
dimension so they may be used in a display. (A)

30.

Have students make a quilt depicting cultural scenes in
each of the squares. Check with other teachers in the
building to see if they would like to help create the
quilt. This would be an excellent project to seek help
from parents and involve them in the Middle School
experience. (A)

31 .

Have students
art activities.
your class for
in centers with

32 .

Have students make small paper boxes that can be used to
send candy to a Senior Citizen Center. Have several
students in the class contact the director of the center
to make arrangements to deliver the treats. Maybe the
cooking classes in the school would like to prepare the
treats. (A)

33.

During December, have students make luminarias, little
lanterns, which are used in Mexico at Christmas and other
special occasions. Luminarias can be made using paper
lunch bags. Designs can be drawn or cut on the bags.
Fold the top inch of the bag down. Place sand in the
bottom of each bag. Place a candle into the holder. Put
the candle and holder in the sand in the bag. As a word
of caution, check with your local fire department to find
out if it is permissible to use luminarias to decorate
the entrance of your home. (A) (C)

34.

Have the entire class work on the project of building a
large totem pole. Have students research totem poles,
especially those in the Pacific Northwest. Have students
work in cooperative learning teams in the development

brainstorm some of their favorite cultural
Invite a group of elementary students to
a short art activity. Have students work
the cross age concept. (A)
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of the totem pole. Keep the totem pole visible in the
classroom throughout the year if possible. Have students
write an essay on what their totem means to them.
What does the totem pole represent? Why? (A)
35.

Make marbleized paper to decorate books, boxes, and wall
hangings. Use an aluminum foil roasting pan and some
colored oil-base inks. Have work tables covered with
protective plastic and provide rubber gloves and aprons
for students to wear as it can be a little messy. Use a
variety of things to mix the paint and water.
Place a
sheet of paper on the top of the water. The colored oil
will adhere to the paper. Now lift the paper off and place
it between sheets of newspaper to dry. Marbleized paper
became very popular in Turkey and Persia during the 15th
century. (A)

36.

Have students research professions using art. Brainstorm
the class ideas on the board. Have students write letters
to individuals in the field of art inviting them to the
school. (A)

37.

When local bookstores or nearby colleges have visiting
authors signing their latest books, take a field trip to
one of the signing parties so students gain an understanding of writing and illustrating. (A) (C)
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CHAPTERS
Summary
Developing and implementing a multicultural education program is not an easy process.

It is a challenging and demanding

endeavor which cannot necessarily be implemented without much
forethought and effort.

It is this author's opinion, however, that it

requires only one major element on the part of the educator--that
single element is commitment.

This commitment begins with

research in gaining an overall understanding of multicultural
education and recognizing the challenges, obstacles, and outcomes if
strategically implemented according to the experts mentioned in
this project.
Commitment must take on the role of leadership in order to
institute change. Whether it be change within your classroom,
school building or community, becoming a leader in building the
process towards multicultural education does not mean that one
must have all of the answers and resolutions.

As an educator, the

act of leading others through inspiration and demonstration of
actions towards a shared mission, can also encourage others, i.e.
school administrators, school support personnel, parents, and
community members, to become involved.

Additionally teachers can

solicit and promote collaborative efforts with university and
community members.
role as change agents.

Students in your classroom can also play a
Through the initial process of role modeling
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for students, they, too, can become advocates and promoters of
multicultural education.

Through teacher directed activities,

students develop cross-cultural and critical thinking skills.

One

student who was considered a "nerd" by his peers at the beginning of
the school year showed signs of being more accepted by those same
peers later in the year.

His social skills developed through

cooperative learning activities while his peers developed better
coping skills.

As an observer, most students demonstrated better

communicative skills which promoted cooperation and a sense of
working together toward a mutual goal.

In an effective

multicultural program, the teacher does not have to give up his or
her position of authority, but rather he or she plans a quality
learning activity that actively engages students.

As the teacher

moves away from the authoritative position of content knowledge,
students can take on roles as facilitators, inquirers, and
researchers.

Cooperative learning strategies support this.
Conclusions

The specific need for including multicultural education in the
restructuring of our education system is imperative for the
promotion of world harmony and peace on this earth.

Specifically,

multicultural education needs to eradicate prejudice, racism,
stereotyping, and the general lack of consideration and understanding of the basic values of our humanity.
As an educator, one must recognize his/her inability to
positively impact every student in the classroom.
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There is no

guarantee through our teaching style that students will become
strong leaders.
There are, however, intrinsic rewards that this author can
speak of as a result of my involvement with multicultural education
and research .

This author feels the challenges and obstacles of

developing and implementing multicultural education are reduced to
a workable magnitude when you experience and see students
experience success and personal growth.
My 1994 end-of-the-year evaluations for all 6th and 7th
grades asked students to tell me how they felt about their course.
The responses were overwhelmingly consistent.

Students enjoyed

learning, regardless of whether they were interested in the topic,
when they were actively involved in the learning process.

Students

favored units that were organized in a manner that they could see
step-by-step the expectations and goals and the means by which to
accomplish the tasks.

They did not mind doing research when they

had some ownership in the selection of the topic or project.
Both with students and other teaching professionals, this
author received feedback that was gratifying with respect for
interest in multicultural education.

In one specific case, at the

completion of a school-wide cultural awareness fair which this
author was instrumental in implementing, a veteran teacher with 22
years of experience approached me and said the day was one of the
most satisfying days of his career.

There are other educators in our

classrooms just like this teacher.

They are willing to participate

and contribute but sometimes they just do not know how.
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Multicultural education needs administrative support along
with community support.

Administrative support could lead to task

forces being established.

This Interdisciplinary Multicultural

Resource Guide could be a tool that the task force recommends for
use throughout the school.
Recommendation
This author strongly advocates the incorporation of a multicultural education program into the schools.

It should exist K-12 in

our schools and be a part of the current restructuring process taking
place in our schools today.
Student behavior and beliefs are certainly related to and
influenced by input outside of the classroom, i.e. parents, friends,
television and media, significant other adults.

Much of that input

can be negative and harmful.
Teachers, committed to multicultural education, may find
themselves in direct conflict with parents and community.

This is a

time when the depth of one's intrinsic commitment is tested.

This

author recommends that teachers, parents, and community members
who believe in this effort join together to assist each other in these
times of struggle.

Furthermore, this author recommends the

development of task forces, support groups including membership
from all school personnel and community, and training as well as
financial program support for teachers.
For the purpose of developing specific units of multicultural
study, this guide will help build a program for any classroom.
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As

you are developing a specific area of interest, use this as a guide to
begin your development and continue to broaden and build with other
resources.

Also, keep in mind your goal in the development of each

unit. Make sure the books that you are using and bringing into the
classroom reflect the overall goals you are striving to achieve.
As a final author's note, multicultural education should be
integrated into the schools regardless of whether or not a variety of
cultural groups are represented in the school's student population.
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APPENDIX A

Supporting Resources for a Multicultural
Program
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SUPPORTING LITERATURE AND RESOURCES FOR A
MULTICULTURAL PROGRAM

Additional Resources: Out of State
The Booklist and Subscription Books Bulletin:
A Guide to Current Books.
American Library Association.
60 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611
Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books.
University of Chicago Press
Box 37005,
Chicago, IL 60637.
CTIR Press
Center for Teaching International Relations
University of Denver
Denver, CO 80208.
Civil Rights Digest.
United States Commission on Civil Rights,
1121 Vermont Avenue NW,
Washington, D.C. 20425.
Council on Interracial Books for Children
Racism/Sexism Resource Center for Educators
1841 Broadway
New York, NY 10023-7648
(212) 757-5339
Education and Society.
Anti-Defamation League,
823 United Nations Plaza,
New York, NY 10017
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Washington State Resources
Anti-Defamation League of B'Nai B'rith
Pacific Northwest Regional Office
918 Securities Building
Seattle, WA 98101
Center for Pacific Northwest Studies
Dr. Jim Scott
Dept. of Geography and Regional Planning
MS9085
Western Washington University
Bellingham, WA 98225
(206) 647-4776
Daybreak Star Cultural Education Center
PO Box 99253
Seattle, WA 98199
(206) 285-4425
Educational Materials & Services Center
144 Railroad Avenue, Suite 107
Edmonds, WA 98020
(206) 775-3582
Mako and Associates
4347 13th Avenue S.
Seattle, WA 98108
(206) 762-7824
Multiethnic Access Project
Bellevue School District
310 102nd Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
(206) 455-6011

)
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Multicultural Media Collection/Resource Center
3200 23rd Avenue S
Seattle, WA 98144
(2006) 587-5540
Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction
Old Capitol Building, Mail Stop FG-11
Olympia, WA 98504-3211
Contact: Dr. Bridget Lambert-Cullerton
(206) 753-6747
Pacific Northwest lnternational/lntercultural Ed Consortium
Mail Stop 25-5
240th Pacific Avenue South
Midway, WA 98301
(509) 928-3166
Project REACH
239 North McLeod
Arlington, WA 928223
(206) 435-8682
Rainbow Program
5950 Delridge Way SW
Seattle, WA 98106
(206) 587-6402
Success Track-Diversity Training
1023 South Adams, Suite 301
Olympia, WA 98501
(206) 352-6552
Training and Cultural Newsletter
13751 Lake City Way NE
Seattle, WA 98125
(206) 362-0336
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WEA Multicultural Center
Washington Education Association
33434 Eighth Avenue South
Federal Way, WA 98003
(206) 941-6700

)
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APPENDIXB
Quotes for Thought
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"Be the change
you want to see
in

the world.''

Mohatma Ghandi

)
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"Never doubt that a small group
of thoughtful, committed people
can change the world.

l'ndeed,

it is the only thing that ever
has."

Margaret
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Mead

No man is an Island,
entire

of

itself.

John Donne
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